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303. A. Sabharwal, "Cooperative Distributed Detection" Proposal for Thesis Research in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rice University, Houston TX. 

304. Y. Yingqin, "Decision Fusion in distributed detection and Bioinformatics", A Thesis submitted to the Faculty of Drexel University, August 2004. 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=633415

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=710175

307. Wireless Communication technologies group, Research Topic, Distributed Detection and Estimation, w3.antd.nist.gov 
http://w3.antd.nist.gov/wctg/smartsensors/sensornetworks.html

http://irevues.inist.fr/bitstream/2042/2137/1/06_2000_17_2.pdf


313. "Information fusion of underwater acoustic signal detection based on N-P criterion"  


http://irevues.inist.fr/bitstream/2042/2103/1/003.PDF+TEXTE.pdf
http://wos.ekt.gr/CII.cgi?226279_8CC88321_226279-0&Func=Citing&isiekref=70412552&doc=1/1&PR=1/1
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http://www.serc.iisc.ernet.in/graduation-theses/CizaThomas-PhD-Thesis.pdf
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348. C. K. Sestok, "Data selection in Binary hypothesis testing", (Doctor of Philosophy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology), December 2003.

http://spiedl.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PSISDG00306800001000002000001&idtype=cvips&gifs=yes
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http://www.antd.nist.gov/wtg/smartsensors/sensornetworks.html

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=4524059

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1597566

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1523453

376. Research Topic: Distributed Detection for Smart sensor networks, Distributed Detection Estimation, w3.antd.nist.gov  
http://w3.antd.nist.gov/wtg/smartsensors/sensornetworks.htmlG

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=406614

http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=107850

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=61472
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422. Target Recognition Based on Multisensor Information Fusion http://scholar.ilib.cn/A-xtgcydzjs200307011.html


433. D. Larlus-Larrondo, "Creation de vocabulaires visuels pour la construction automatique de modeles visuels d'objets", diane.kataplop.net.
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http://books.google.com/books?id=gcJVK9a9RR0C&printsec=frontcover

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V2Y-4FN76RP-1&_user=2088921&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000059667&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=2088921&md5=76f0591818b9e3e476cc786b095d4e87

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V03-4GWJ7SH1&_coverDate=02%2F28%2F2006&_alid=506474727&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_cdi=5635&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000059667&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=2088921&md5=72ecdf6e2013e001010ddac0959522cb

446. 倪国强，李勇量，牛丽红 “New Developments in data fusion technology based on neural network”. http://scholar.ilib.cn/A-bjlgdxxb200304026.html


http://www.springerlink.com/content/x37p88162g477862/

http://taylorandfrancis.metapress.com/(pbw2ag45mtzkvg550ksvpxys)/app/home/contribution.asp?referrer=parent&backto=issue,7,12;journal,5,25;linkingpublicationresults,1:104286,1

http://www.springerlink.com/content/rjby2a8hgrlhmexg/
http://comjnl.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/abstract/48/4/466

452. 丛爽 郑毅松 “ART-2与CMAC网络的性能对比研究”

453. 黄戈祥 , 陈继荣 , 胡应添, “基于ART2神经网络的车牌字符识别“
http://scholar.ilib.cn/A-jsjyy2004z2112.html

454. 下载全文 黄戈祥 陈继荣 胡应添 “基于ART2神经网络的车牌字符识别”
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http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=15400400

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1468761

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1470253

495. K. Zhang “ Best linear unbiased estimation fusion with constraints”, University of New Orleans. 
http://scholar.google.gr/scholar?hl=en&lr=&cluster=3739904471335606069

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1468761
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http://www.freepatentsonline.com/6338011.html

http://www.numerica.us/papers/ResidualBiasMitigation.pdf

http://www.springerlink.com/content/q333v07w42u41411/

http://www.springerlink.com/content/m43323566114p102/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=912020

http://www.cpib.ac.uk/~jpt/papers/libtissue-if08.pdf

http://www.springerlink.com/content/m13u9v754102w8j1/

http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=15400376


http://www2.parc.com/spl/members/jjliu/publication/SPM07_MTT.pdf

http://www.springerlink.com/content/t6651qw411q65gr8/


http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V18-4JN2J14-1&_user=2088921&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&view=c&_version=1&_userid=2088921&md5=3483ef765749cbe5292cd0efd0d3c54b

http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1366405


http://books.google.com/books?id=81e9LOBy9QAC

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=4217674

http://spiedl.aip.org/getabs/servlet/GetabsServlet?prog=normal&id=PSISPENG0580900001000086000001&itp=spie&gifs=1

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=4408152

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1255355

http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=17633464
http://www.nt.ntnu.no/users/skoge/prost/proceedings/acc08/data/papers/0730.pdf


http://scholar.ilib.cn/A-bgxb200505014.html

http://scholar.ilib.cn/A-djyzdxb200503124.html

http://scholar.ilib.cn/A-hkxb200006008.html

http://minds.wisconsin.edu/handle/1793/9324
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.58.4968
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http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=Kadar+Alford
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http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/freeabs_all.jsp?arnumber=398424

http://www.osti.gov/energycitations/product.biblio.jsp?osti_id=5046&query_id=0

545. Panel discussion on challenges in higher level fusion: Unsolved, difficult and misunderstood problems/approaches in levels 2-4 fusion research.
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=713777


http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1582712
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   http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1415596


   http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1577320


   http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=331157


564. 多传感器目标跟踪的实时剔野方法, "Realtime outliers detection in multi-sensor target tracking", scholar.ilib.cn.


http://www.springerlink.com/content/t4803g5m64q55m76/

http://www.acims.arizona.edu/PUBLICATIONS/PDF/Thesis/SESDFS_5th.pdf
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http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/jew/2009/00000023/00000004/art00007

588. K. Guney, “Amplitude-only pattern nulling of linear antenna arrays with the use of bees algorithm”, Progress In Electromagnetics Research, PIER 70, 21–36, 2007


http://ceta.mit.edu/pier/pier88/07.08102601.pdf

http://ceta.mit.edu/PIERB/pierb01/16.07102702.pdf

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/jew/2009/00000023/00000004/art00007


http://www.dlit.edu.tw/dep/administration/Personnel/list/Achievement/ee/INVERSE%20SCATTERING%20OF%20AN%20UNIFORM%20CONDUCTIVITY%20SCATTERER%20BURIED%20IN%20A%20THREE-LAYER%20STRUCTURE.pdf
http://ceta.mit.edu/PIERm/pierm04/01.08070207.pdf

http://ceta.mit.edu/pierc/pierc02/04.08031302.pdf

http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/jew/2008/00000022/F0020002/art00002

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1626333


http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1736862.1737314

606. K. Guney, M. Onay, “Amplitude-only pattern nulling of linear antenna arrays with the use of bees, algorithm” Progress In Electromagnetics Research, PIER 70, 21–36, 2007


http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/jew/2009/00000023/00000004/art00007


http://ceta.mit.edu/PIERm/pierm04/01.08070207.pdf

http://ceta.mit.edu/pierc/pierc02/04.08031302.pdf
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http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1257334
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